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THE OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The operating instructions describe the entire life cycle of the device. Keep these instructions ready to hand
at the operation site.
Important safety information!
▶▶Carefully read these instructions.
▶▶Observe in particular the safety instructions, intended use, and the operating conditions.
▶▶Persons, who work on the device, must read and understand these instructions.

1.1

Symbols
CAUTION!

Warns of a potential danger!
▶▶Failure to observe the warning may result in a moderate or minor injury.

NOTE!
Warns of damage!
▶▶Failure to observe the warning may result in damage to the device or the equipment.
Indicates important additional information, tips and recommendations.

Refers to information in these operating instructions or in other documentation.
Highlights instructions to avoid a danger.
Designates a procedure which you must carry out.
Indicates a result.
MENUE Symbol for software interface texts.

1.2

Definition of terms

The designations “device” or “I/O module” used in these instructions apply to the I/O module of device
Type ME44.
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INTENDED USE

Non-intended use of the device may be dangerous to people, nearby equipment and the environment.
▶▶The I/O module Type ME44 collects, converts and compares physical measurement data from external
sensors or receives switching commands from büS participants via the büS interface. This measurement data or these switching commands are relayed via the büS interface to external actuators or büS
participants.
▶▶Use the device only in conjunction with third-party devices and components recommended and authorized by Bürkert.
▶▶Use the device only when in perfect condition and always ensure proper storage, transportation, installation and operation.
▶▶Use the device for its intended purpose only.

3

BASIC SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

These safety instructions do not consider any contingencies or incidents which occur during installation,
operation and maintenance. The operator is responsible for observing the location-specific safety regulations,
also with reference to the personnel.

General hazardous situations.
To prevent injury, observe the following:
▶▶Do not make any changes to the device and do not subject it to mechanical stress.
▶▶Secure device or system to prevent unintentional activation.
▶▶Only trained technicians may perform installation and maintenance work.
▶▶Install the device according to the regulations applicable in the country.
▶▶After an interruption in the power supply, ensure that the process is restarted in a controlled manner.
▶▶Observe the general rules of technology.

NOTE!
Electrostatically sensitive components and modules.
The device contains electronic components which are susceptible to electrostatic discharging (ESD).
Components which come into contact with electrostatically charged people or objects are at risk. In the
worst case scenario, these components will be destroyed immediately or will fail after start-up.
•• Meet the requirements specified by EN 61340-5-1 to minimize or avoid the possibility of damage
caused by sudden electrostatic discharge.
•• Do not touch electronic components when the supply voltage is connected.
•• Cap all unused electrical interfaces with covers.

9
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GENERAL INFORMATION

4.1

Contact address
Germany
Bürkert Fluid Control Systems
Sales Center
Christian-Bürkert-Str. 13-17
D-74653 Ingelfingen
Tel. + 49 (0) 7940 - 10-91 111
Fax + 49 (0) 7940 - 10-91 448
Email: info@buerkert.com

International
On the Internet at: www.burkert.com

4.2

Warranty

The warranty is only valid if the device is used as intended in accordance with the specified application conditions.

4.3

Information on the Internet

The operating instructions and data sheets for Bürkert products can be found on the Internet at:
www.burkert.com

10
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

The I/O module Type ME44 is available in the following variants:
•• 3AI/3DO module with 3 analog inputs and 3 digital outputs.
•• 8DI module with 8 digital inputs.
The 3AI-3DO module converts the measurement data and communicates the values via the büS interface to
büS participants or relays the switching commands directly to its own digital outputs.
The 8DI module of Type ME44 receives the physical measurement data from external sensors. The 8DI
module converts the measurement data and communicates the values via the büS interface to the büS
participants.

5.1

Possible combinations

The I/O module Type ME44 can be operated only as part of a system in combination with additional
modules. For setting up a system consisting of several modules, please contact your Bürkert sales office.
Example of a system in minimum expansion stage:
3-fold backplane (3)
307510

Fieldbus gateway (1)

120 ohm load resistor (4)

(Connection
büS/CANopen)

I/O module
Version: 8DI module (2)
Figure 1:

Example: System with I/O module Type ME44 in minimum expansion stage

Module

Designation

Types

1

Fieldbus gateway (connection büS/CANopen)

ME43

2

I/O module: 8DI module or 3AI-3DO module

ME44

3

3-fold backplane

BPX3

4

120 ohm load resistor

ME43

Table 1:

Example: Minimum expansion stage for a system with I/O module Type ME44

Maximum expansion stage for I/O modules of Type ME44
Number

Modules

4

3-fold backplane BPX3, for 3 I/O modules of Type ME44

12

I/O modules of Type ME44

Table 2:

Example: Expansion stage for a system with I/O module Type ME44
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TECHNICAL DATA
The following values are indicated on the type label:
•• Supply voltage
•• Permitted ambient temperature range

6.1

Conformity

The device conforms to the EU directives as per the EU Declaration of Conformity (if applicable).

6.2

Standards

The applied standards, which are used to demonstrate conformity with the directives, are listed in the EU type
examination certificate and/or the EU Declaration of Conformity (if applicable).

6.3

Operating conditions

NOTE!
Malfunction due to heat and heavy frost
▶▶Do not use the device outside the permitted temperature range.
Permitted ambient temperature:

-20 °C...+60 °C

Altitude:

up to 2000 m above sea level

6.4

Mechanical data

Dimensions
Backplane type BPX3

123

105

I/O module Type ME44

64
82.6

Figure 2:

12

21

Dimensions I/O module Type ME44 and backplane Type BPX3

Housing material Type ME44:

english
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6.5

Description of type label and device labeling

Example:

Order number
Type
Serial number
Manufacturer code

Supply voltage

ME44 | ID: 00307511
S/N: 6118 | W08MN

Degree of protection

CE marking
Ambient
temperature

Made in Germany
74653 Ingelfingen

24V
IP20
Tamb -20 °C...+60 °C

QR code (link for further information on the device)
Figure 3:

Description of type label and device labeling (example)

6.6

Electrical data

Supply voltage:

24 V

±10 % via the backplane BPX3

Power consumption:

< 3 W
If the internal büS voltage is used for sensors and actuators, the total current is
limited to 2 A: max. 48 W for sensors and actuators.

Degree of protection:

IP20 according to EN 60529 / IEC 60529

UL devices:

Limited Energy Circuit (LEC) according to UL/ IEC 61010-1
Limited Power Source (LPS) according to UL/ IEC 60950
SELV/ PELV with UL Recognized Overcurrent Protection, design according
to UL/IEC 61010-1 Table 18
NEC Class 2 power source

13
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6.6.1

Electrical properties of the inputs and outputs

3AI-3DO module
Analog input AI

General:
•• Power consumption < 3 W
•• Current input or voltage input: 0...20 mA, 4...20 mA
0...10 V, 0...5 V, 0...2 V
Precision 0
 .1 % at 25 °C
Temperature coefficient:

Current input:
Voltage input:

±15 ppm/K
±20 ppm/K

•• Galvanic isolation from the system bus and system voltage
•• Input impedance for current measurement 115 Ω, voltage measurement 120 kΩ
•• AI can also be used as DI
Diagnostics:
•• Detection of error statuses (channel-by-channel): limit value fallen short or
exceeded.
•• Detection of line break (channel-by-channel or module-by-module): depending on
the sensor supply.
Digital output DO

General:
•• Power consumption < 3 W
•• Transistor output: switching to N potential
•• Galvanic isolation from the system bus and system voltage
•• Max. up to 20 kHz for power reduction
•• Max. 1 A per channel
•• Max. 2 A per module (supplied via the backplane)
•• Short-circuit-proof
Diagnostics:
•• Short-circuit detection (channel-by-channel): for external supply.
•• Overload detection > 2 A (module-by-module): for internal supply - supplied via
the backplane.

Table 3:

Electrical properties 3AI-3DO module

The 3AI-3DO module is currently unavailable
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8DI module
Digital input DI

General:
•• Power consumption < 2 W
•• Suitable for 2 wire proximity switches and 3 wire proximity switches
•• Voltage input: 0…30 V
•• Short-circuit-proof supply of the proximity switches
•• 4 frequency inputs up to max. 2.5 kHz
•• Switching threshold: VON = 10 - 30 V,
VOFF = 0 - 5 V
Diagnostics:
•• Line break detection (channel-by-channel)
•• Short-circuit detection (channel-by-channel)

Table 4:

Electrical properties 8DI module

6.6.2

Diagnostic features of the inputs and outputs

8DI module
Line break detection
(channel-by-channel)

for internal and external supply

Short-circuit detection
(channel-by-channel)

for internal and external supply

Table 5:

Diagnostic features of 8DI module

3AI-3DO module: Digital Input
Short-circuit detection
(channel-by-channel)

for external supply of all three inputs

Overload detection > 2 A
(module-by-module)

for internal supply - supplied via the backplane.

Table 6:

Diagnostic features 3AI-3DO module, digital output

3AI-3DO module: Analog Input
Detection of error statuses
(channel-by-channel)

•• 0...20 mA und 4...20 mA
Input signal outside the permitted range:
- Input signal < lower limit
- Input signal > upper limit
•• 0...2 V, 0...5 V und 0...10 V
Input signal outside the permitted range:
- Input signal < lower limit
- Input signal > upper limit
15
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3AI-3DO module: Analog Input
Line break detection
(channel-by-channel)

•• 0...2 V, 0...5 V and 0...10 V
•• at AIx+ and AIx-:
for galvanically isolated supply of all three inputs (one below the
other)
•• at AIx+:
for supply of several channels with the same source
(common GND)

Line break detection
(module-by-module)

Table 7:

00...2 V, 0...5 V and 0...10 V
at AIx-:
for supply of several channels with the same source (common GND).
Note: The error is not detected and output until the AIx- has been
interrupted on all channels.

Diagnostic features 3AI-3DO module, analog input

Factory settings for electrical lower limits and upper limits
Type of input signal

Electrical lower limit

Electrical upper limit

0-20mA

0 mA

21 mA

4-20mA

3.6 mA

21 mA

0-10V

0V

10.25 V

0-5V

0V

5.25 V

0-2V

0V

2.25 V

Table 8:

Factory settings for electrical lower limits and upper limits

The electrical lower limits and upper limits can be adjusted specific to the user.
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INSTALLATION

NOTE!
▶▶Installation may be carried out only by trained technicians and with the appropriate tools.

7.1

Mounting the fieldbus gateway on the backplane
Backplane BPX3

Fieldbus gateway
Expansion
connector

Backplane BPX3 with installed
fieldbus gateway

00307510

M4 socket head screw
Figure 4:

Mounting the fieldbus gateway on the backplane

→→Remove any covers from the expansion socket of the fieldbus gateway.
→→Align expansion socket of the fieldbus gateway with the expansion connector of the backplane.
→→Connect fieldbus gateway to the backplane.
→→Using the M4 socket head screw, screw the fieldbus gateway to the backplane.
Observe tightening torque 0.75 Nm.

7.1.1

Mounting the fieldbus gateway turned by 180°

The expansion socket for connecting the fieldbus gateway to the backplane is available twice. As a result,
the fieldbus gateway can be installed turned by 180° with the electrical connection upwards or downwards.
The interfaces are sealed with a cover in the as-delivered state.
Expansion socket with cover

Expansion sockets

Figure 5:

Expansion sockets of the fieldbus gateway
17
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→→Before installation, remove the cover using a screwdriver.
NOTE!
To protect against damage, seal the unused expansion socket with the cover.

7.2

Mounting the I/O module Type ME44 on the
backplane

I/O module

Fieldbus
gateway

Installed system

Backplane

307510

00307510

Load resistor
Module slots
(3 pcs.)
Module slots
with covers
Figure 6:

Mounting the I/O module Type ME44 on the backplane

→→Remove any covers from the backplane.
→→Align the I/O module with the module slot of the backplane.
→→Press the I/O module onto the backplane until it engages.
The I/O module is now connected to the supply voltage.
Use supply voltage unit with adequate power.

18
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7.3

Electrical installation

NOTE!
Precondition to ensure that the device functions perfectly and to prevent interference:
▶▶Use only shielded cables with a braided or foil shield.

7.3.1

Electrical assignment and circuit diagram for 8DI module

Electrical assignment:
Plug assignment External circuit
GND

Ground

DI1...DI8

Digital input
Frequency inputs: DI1, DI2, DI5 and DI6
Identification:

24 V

Table 9:

Supply voltage 24 V

± 10 %  

Electrical assignment 8DI module

Circuit diagram:
The circuit diagram is printed onto the outside of the I/O module.

GND
DI X

3 Wire

2 Wire

Switch

24 V

Figure 7:

Circuit diagram for 8DI module

19
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7.3.2

Electrical assignment and circuit diagram for 3AI-3DO module

Electrical assignment:
Plug assignment
analog inputs
GND

Ground

AI1-...AI3-

Analog input –

AI1+...AI3+

Analog input +

24 V

Supply voltage 24 V

Plug assignment
digital outputs

Table 10:

External circuit

± 10 %

External circuit

GND

Ground

DO1-...DO3-

Digital output –, GND reference

DO1+...DO3+

Digital output +

24 V

Supply voltage 24 V

± 10 %

Assignment 3AI-3DO module

Circuit diagram:
The circuit diagram is printed onto the outside of the I/O module.

Internally supplied

GND
AI X –
AI X +
24 V
Figure 8:

2 Wire

3 Wire

24 V

Externally supplied

AI X –
24 V

Figure 9:

DO X +

2 Wire

3 Wire

Circuit diagram 3AI-3DO module, internally supplied

GND
AI X +

GND
DO X –

GND
DO X –

2 Wire

3 Wire

DO X +

Circuit diagram 3AI-3DO module, externally supplied

The 3AI-3DO module is currently unavailable
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7.3.3

Connecting external sensors and actuators to the power
supply

→→Connect wires of the external sensors and actuators to the terminals on the respective connection
panels.

→→Connect cable shielding (see chapter “7.3.5 Connection of the cable shielding”).
7.3.4

Connecting external sensors and actuators to the power
supply on the removed connection panel

If the I/O module is difficult to access, the connection panel for the electrical connection can be removed.
Release lock:
Press blue square

2 locks

Figure 10:

Remove connection panel from the I/O module.

→→Press on the blue squares until the lock is released and remove the connection panel.
→→Connect wires of the external sensors and actuators to the terminals on the respective connection panels.
→→Connect cable shielding (see chapter “7.3.5 Connection of the cable shielding”).
→→Align connection panel with the I/O module.
→→Press on the connection panel until it clicks into position.
7.3.5

Connection of the cable shielding

NOTE!
Precondition to ensure that the device functions perfectly.
The cable shielding must be placed on both ends of the line to the functional earth:
1. On the I/O module
• directly on the control cabinet input or
• on a separate busbar directly on the module.
2. On the external sensor or actuator.
21
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7.4

Mounting the system on the top hat rail

Electrical connection upwards

Electrical connection downwards

1.

1.

→→Tilt system

→→Tilt system

and align with
the top hat
rail.

and align with
the top hat
rail.

2.

2.

→→Hook system

→→Hook system

into the lower
guide of the
top hat rail.

3.

→→Push system

into the upper
guide of the
top hat rail.

3.

upwards while
also swiveling
it towards the
top hat rail
and lock it
into the upper
guide of the
top hat rail.

Figure 11:

→→Push system

downwards
while also
swiveling it
towards the
top hat rail
and lock it
into the lower
guide of the
top hat rail.

Mounting the device on the top hat rail

Assembly recommendation for expansion stages with several backplanes.

→→First hook the minimum expansion stage, consisting of fieldbus gateway and 1 backplane, into the top
hat rail.

→→Hook other backplanes individually in succession into the top hat rail and push onto the previous
backplane.

→→Install I/O modules and connection panels.
22
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FUNCTION

8.1

Display elements of the I/O modules

The I/O modules of Type ME44 have the following LEDs for indicating the status.
•• LED for indicating the device status.
The LED changes color and status on the basis of NAMUR NE 107.
•• LEDs for indicating the channel status.
The number of LEDs depends on the available channels (1 LED per channel).

LED for indicating the device status
LED for indicating the channel status

Figure 12:

LEDs for indicating the status

8.1.1

LED for displaying the channel status

The LED for displaying the channel status switches between green, red, dark orange.
Description of the status display:
Color

Meaning

green

Channel active

red

Error, channel not active

Table 11:

LED for displaying the channel status
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8.1.2

LED for indicating the device status

The LED for indicating the device status changes color and status on the basis of NAMUR NE 107.
If several device statuses exist simultaneously, the device status with the highest priority is displayed. The
priority depends on the severity of the deviation from standard operation (red = failure = highest priority).
Displays in NAMUR mode:
Display on the basis
of NE 107

Description

Meaning

Malfunction. The functionality of the device is not guaranteed.

Color
code

Color

5

red

Failure, error or
malfunction

4

orange

Function check The device searches for a büS participant, this status is exited
after a few seconds.

3

yellow

Out of
specification

Ambient conditions or process conditions for the device are
outside the specified area.
Device internal diagnostics indicate problems in the device or
the process characteristics.
Data sheet values cannot be observed.

2

blue

Maintenance
required

Due to ongoing diagnostics the device has detected a deviation
and has carried out a correction. Device functions restricted.
The device is in standard operation, but a function is presently
restricted.

→→Perform device maintenance.

1

green

The device
configuration
cannot be
managed:

Updated device configuration cannot be saved.

Diagnostics
active

Device is operating perfectly.

Configuration cannot be transferred when the device is
replaced.

Status changes are indicated in different colors.
Messages are transmitted via a fieldbus if connected.

0

white

Diagnostics
inactive

Device is switched on.
Status conditions are not displayed.
Messages are not displayed in the message list or transmitted
via a potentially connected fieldbus.
Device operates within its specifications.

Table 12:

Display of the device status in NAMUR mode
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8.1.3

Diagnostics of the device status

The LED displays on the device status and channel status can be used to diagnose the different statuses of
the I/O modules.
Diagnostics 3AI-3DO module:
I/O module and
channel

Color LED
Color LED
device status channel
status

Meaning

3AI-3DO module,
analog input

green

Device is operating perfectly.

off

Channel is active and has a valid value.
red

red

Device is malfunctioning.
Channel is active.
The following errors are possible:
•• Input signal outside the permitted range.
•• Line break.

3AI-3DO module,
digital output

green

green

Device is operating perfectly.
Channel is active in the state: High.
In operating mode PWM and PFM:
Channel processes signals according to the
configuration.

green

off

Device is operating faultlessly.
Two statuses are possible:
•• Channel is inactive.
•• Channel is active in status = Low.

red

red

Device is malfunctioning.
Channel is inactive.
The following errors are possible:
•• Module-by-module overload.

red

orange

Device is malfunctioning.
Channel is active.
The following errors are possible:
•• Module-by-module overload.

red

flashing red /
orange

Device is malfunctioning.
Channel is active.
The following errors are possible:
•• Channel-by-channel short-circuit.

Table 13:

Diagnostics, device status 3AI-3DO module
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Diagnostics 8DI module:
Color LED
Color LED
device status channel
status

Meaning

green

green

Device is operating perfectly.
Channel is active when input voltage > 10 V.

green

off

Device is operating perfectly.
Channel is inactive or the input voltage is < 5 V.

red

red

Device has a malfunction.
Channel is active, but the following errors may be present:
•• Broken wire on channel,
•• Short circuit on channel.

Table 14:

Diagnostics, device status 8DI module
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9

OPERATION WITH BÜRKERT-COMMUNICATOR

The I/O modules are adjusted with the Bürkert-Communicator software.
The PC software “Bürkert-Communicator” can be downloaded free of charge from the Bürkert
homepage.
In addition to the software, the USB büS interface set, available as an accessory, is required.
This chapter describes only the basic handling of the Bürkert-Communicator. A detailed description of the
operation and configuration of the PC software “Bürkert-Communicator” can be found on the homepage
www.buerkert.com → Type 8920.

9.1

User interface of the Bürkert-Communicator

View of configuration area:
Navigation area
Menu bar

Add interface
(connect to büS stick)

COMMUNICATOR
File

Device

Edit

View

Options
1

Desktop

Tools

Help
1

General settings

Graph

Parameter

büS COM3

büS

Diagnostics

Maintenance

Alarm limits

8DI

PDO Configuration

Inputs

Setup

General settings

Zoom

100%

Configuration areas of the
device
Device
Figure 13:

Menus
Detailed views Parameter Diagnostics Maintenance

Bürkert-Communicator, view of configuration area
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View of application area:
Messages from all
devices

Current user level

Messages from the
selected device

COMMUNICATOR
File

Device

Edit

View

Options
1

Tools

Help
Diagnostics active 1

3AI3DO

Desktop

AI1

Graph

Operating mode

büS on COM3

Output value

4-20mA
8 mA

3AI3DO
AI1

AI2

AI2

Operating mode

AI3

Output value

0-10V
299,860 l/min

DO1
DO2

AI3

DO3

Operating mode

General settings

Output value

0-5V
40,201 %

DO1

100%

Operating mode
Input value

PFM
0%

Zoom

Overview:
Configuration,
process values

Configuration areas of the
device
Device
Figure 14:

Bürkert-Communicator, view of application area

9.2

Establishing a connection between the device and
Bürkert-Communicator

→→Install the Bürkert-Communicator software on the PC.
→→Use the büS stick to establish a connection between the device and the PC.
→→Open the Bürkert-Communicator.
→→In the menu bar, click the symbol

for Add interface.

→→Select büS stick or büS over network.
28
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10

STARTING UP 8DI MODULE

10.1

Base setting of the 8DI module

The PC software “Bürkert-Communicator” is required for the base setting.
The PC software “Bürkert-Communicator” can be downloaded free of charge from the Bürkert
homepage www.buerkert.com → Type ME44.
In addition to the software, the USB büS interface set, available as an accessory, is required.
A wizard, which guides you through the menu and the required operating steps, is available for the base
setting of the 8DI module.
Menu: General settings → Detailed view Parameter → Setup.
Required access rights: Installer
Procedure in the Bürkert-Communicator:

→→Select

8DI in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select General settings. The detailed view Parameter is displayed.
→→Select Setup.
1. Setting the sampling time
The sampling time affects the accuracy of the frequency measurement. The longer the sampling
time, the greater the accuracy of the frequency measurement. The dependency is illustrated in the
following graph.
Accuracy of the frequency measurement
1.0000

Sampling times:
1 ms
2 ms
4 ms
8 ms
16 ms
32 ms
64 ms
128 ms

Tolerance [%]

0.1000

0.0100

0.0010

0.0001
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

Frequency [Hz]
Figure 15:

Graph: Accuracy of the frequency measurement depending on the sampling time

→→Enter sampling time.
→→Select Next.
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2. Configuration of the multifunction inputs
The type of input can be specified for channels 1, 2, 5 and 6.
The following types are available for selection:
Designation of the input

Function

Digital input

Digital input.
Counting the incoming pulses over the entire operating time.

Pulse counter

The meter can be reset to 0.
Configuration area: Inputs → Maintenance→ Reset totalizer →
Pulse counter.

Frequency input

Measuring the frequency at the input

Flow input

Flow rate per time unit.
Measuring the flow rate over the entire operating time.

Flow totalizer input

Table 15:

The meter can be reset to 0.
Configuration area: Inputs → Maintenance → Reset totalizer →
Flow totalizer.

Description: Input types of the multifunction inputs

→→Select the type of multifunction input.
→→Select Next.
When selecting a flow rate input:

→→Enter K factor for the flow rate inputs.

 A 2-point calibration is possible.
Configuration area: Inputs→ Maintenance → Digital input
calibration.

→→Select Next.
3. Activating broken wire detection for the inputs

→→To activate the broken wire detection, click on the icon behind the corresponding channel.
→→Select Next.
You have made the base setting for the 8-DI module.
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10.2

Designing CANopen for 8DI module

The standard objects are described in separate operating instructions:
www.burkert.com → Type ME44 “CANopen network configuration”
The device-specific objects are described below.

Object 0x200A Power Supply Alarm Values
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of Entries

Unsigned8

2

x

0x01

Voltage error limit high

Real32

26.4

x

0x02

Voltage error limit low

Real32

21.6

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
Voltage error limit high:

Limit value supply voltage, error message when exceeded

Voltage error limit low:

Limit value supply voltage, error message when undercut

Object 0x2500 NAMUR status
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

NAMUR status

Unsigned8

-

x

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
NAMUR status:

 yclical output for NAMUR status
C
0: Normal
1: Diagnostics Active
2: Maintenance required
3: Out of specification
4: Warning
5: Error

Object 0x2501 Digital In
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

X

0x01

Digital In

Unsigned8

-

X

Write

PDO
mappable
X

Description of the subindexes
Digital In:

 Cyclical output for the current status of the digital input
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Object 0x2502-0x2505 Multi Function In Ch X
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

X

0x01

Multi Function In Ch X

Real32

-

X

Read

Write

PDO
mappable
X

Description of the subindexes
Multi Function In Ch X:

 Cyclical output of the multifunction input channel X
 heck on the basis of object 0x2C08-0x2C0Bsub0x01
C
0: Not used (always 0)
1: Pulse counter
2: Frequency in [Hz]
3: Flow rate in [l/min]
4: Flow rate totalizer [l]

Object 0x2C00 WB Configuration
Subindex
0x00

Name
WB Configuration

Data type
Unsigned8

Default
0

Access
Read

Write

x

x

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
WB Configuration: Activating the broken wire detection (each bit represents a channel)
Object 0x2C01 SC Status
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

SC Status

Unsigned8

0

Write

PDO
mappable

x

Description of the subindexes
SC Status: Short circuit status (each bit represents a channel)
Object 0x2C02 WB Status
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

WB Status

Unsigned8

0

Description of the subindexes
WB Status: Broken wire status (each bit represents a channel)
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Object 0x2C07 Flow Calibration Function
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

Write

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

5

x

0x01

Input Channel

Unsigned8

0

x

x

0x02

Calibration Point

Unsigned8

0

x

x

0x03

Flow

Real32

0.0

x

0x04

result

Unsigned8

255

x

0x05

call/cancel

Unsigned8

0

x

PDO
mappable

x
x

Description of the subindexes
Input Channel:

Number of the input channel (1, 2, 5, 6)

Calibration Point: 0
 : First point of the 2-point calibration
1: Second point of the 2-point calibration
Flow:

Current flow rate in [l/min]

result:

Result of the calibration

call/cancel:

Start or Stop the calibration

Function:
The steps described below must be implemented for the first and the second calibration point!

→→Write parameter (Input Channel, Calibration Point and Flow).
→→Write 1 to subindex 0x05.
→→Wait until subindex 0x04 is not equal to 255 (0 success | X error).
→→Write 0 to subindex 0x05.
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Object 0x2C08-0x2C0B Multi Function In Ch X Cnf
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

0x00
0x01
0x02
0x03
0x04
0x05
0x06

Number of entries
Type
K-Factor
Calibration Flow 1
Calibration Frq 1
Calibration Flow 2
Calibration Frq 2

Unsigned8
Unsigned8
Real32
Real32
Real32
Real32
Real32

6
0
-

Access
Read
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Write

PDO
mappable

x
x

Description of the subindexes
Type:

 ype of multifunction input
T
0: Not used (always 0)
1: Pulse counter
2: Frequency in [Hz]
3: Flow rate in [l/min]
4: Flow rate totalizer [l]

K-Factor:

K factor in [pulses/l]

Calibration Flow 1: Flow rate calibration point 1 (2-point calibration)
Calibration Frq 1: Frequency calibration point 1 (2-point calibration)
Calibration Flow 2: Flow rate calibration point 2 (2-point calibration)
Calibration Frq2:

Frequency calibration point 2 (2-point calibration)

Object 0x2C0C Multi Function In Ch X Totalizer
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

2

Read
x

0x01
0x02

Pulse
Flow

Real32
Real32

-

x
x

Write
x
x

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
Pulses:

Pulse counter totalizer

Flow:

Flow rate totalizer

Object 0x2C10 Current Sampling Time
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

0x00

Current Sampling Time

Unsigned16

-

Access
Read
X

Write

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
Current Sampling Time: Current sampling time in [ms] which comply with the lowest set ‘Inhibit Time’
(0x180Xsub3).
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11

FURTHER SETTINGS 8DI MODULE

11.1

8DI module – menus and setting options in the Inputs
configuration area

The following overview and brief description of the menus include the device-specific settings for
the I/O module and do not include the description of the PC software “Bürkert-Communicator”.

11.1.1

Menus and setting options in the Inputs configuration area Parameter detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

8DI in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select Inputs in the configuration area.
→→Select Parameter detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Parameter for Inputs
Levels 1 and 2

Description

Sampling time

Displays the set sampling time.
The sampling time is set during start-up.
General settings → Parameter → Setup

Wire break detection active Activating or deactivating the broken wire detection for the digital inputs 1
to 8.
•• Broken wire detection active:
A broken wire is displayed depending on the set LED mode of the device
status errors. An error message is entered in the logbook.
•• Broken wire detection not active:
A broken wire is not displayed on the LED which indicates the device
status. No error message is entered in the logbook.
Multi function input
channel 1...6

Type
Table 16:

Displays the settings for the respective multifunction input.
The setting is made during the basic setting for start-up in the configuration area General settings → Parameter → Setup.
Displays the input type

Menus of the 8DI module, Inputs configuration area, Parameter detailed view
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11.1.2

Menus in the Inputs configuration area, Diagnostics detailed
view

Open menu:

→→Select

8DI in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select Inputs in the configuration area.
→→Select Diagnostics detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Diagnostics for Inputs
Levels 1

Description

Short circuit

Displays whether there is a short circuit.

Wire break

Displays whether there is a broken wire.

Table 17:

Menus of the 8DI module, Inputs configuration area, Diagnostics detailed view

11.1.3

Menus and setting options in the Inputs configuration area Maintenance detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

8DI in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select Inputs in the configuration area.
→→Select Maintenance detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Maintenance for Inputs
Levels 1 and 2

Description

Flow input calibration

2-point calibration of the flow rate inputs.
A wizard guides you through the menu.
During the 2-point calibration the set K factor is deleted and replaced with
the determined calibration values.

Reset totalizer
Table 18:

Reset counter to 0, for the input type Flow totalizer input and Pulse
counter.

Menus of the 8DI module, Inputs configuration area, Maintenance detailed view
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11.2

8DI module – menus and setting options in the
General settings configuration area

11.2.1

8DI module – menus and setting options in the General
settings configuration area - Parameter detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

8DI in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select General settings in the configuration area.
→→Select Parameter detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Parameter for General settings
Levels 1, 2 and 3

Description

büS

Parameterization of the device as a büS participant.

Displayed name

Assign name under which the device is displayed.

Location

Name the location which is displayed for the device.

Description

The input window can be used for the description of the device or for additional information on the device.
No input required.

Advanced
Unique device name

Other settings for the device as participant of a network.
Assign communication ID for communication in the network.
When changing the communication ID, the assigned partnership is lost
to another participant.

Baud rate

Set data transmission rate for the device as büS participant or CANopen
participant.

büS adress

Assign address under which the device is controlled as büS participant or
CANopen participant.

Bus mode

Select communication:
•• Communication protocol CANopen
•• Communication protocol büS
•• Single device
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Parameter for General settings
Levels 1, 2 and 3

Description

CANopen status

Specify communication status for the device:
Pre-operational: It is possible to communicate with the participant via
SDOs. PDO communication is not possible.
Operational: The participant can independently send and receive process
data.
The menu is available only for selection of the communication protocol
CANopen.

Deallocation delay

Time from loss of a partner to deletion of his configuration.
Displays and adjusts the limit values; if the limit values are exceeded or fall
below the minimum, the device outputs an error message or warning.

Alarm limits

Displays and adjusts the limit values for the supply voltage.

Supply voltage
Error high

Displays the limit value for the supply voltage; if the limit value is exceeded,
the device outputs an error message. Consider hysteresis!

Error low

Displays the limit value for the supply voltage; if the limit value falls below
the minimum, the device outputs an error message. Consider hysteresis!

PDO Configuration
PDO 1

Configuration of the cyclical process data objects:
The cyclical process data objects are configured with a wizard which
runs through the required operating steps.

PDO 2
PDO 3
Reset to default values

Wizard for the base setting of the 8DI module.

Setup
Table 19:

Resetting the PDO configuration to the standard values

Menus of the 8DI module, General settings configuration area, Parameter detailed view
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11.2.2

8DI module – menus in the General settings configuration area
- Diagnostics detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

8DI in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select General settings in the configuration area.
→→Select Diagnostics detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Diagnostics for General settings
Levels 1 and 2

Description

Device status

Information on the device status.

Operating duration

Displays the operating duration over the entire life cycle of the device.

Supply voltage

Displays the supply voltage which is applied to the device.

Voltage drops

Display:  Number of voltage drops since the last restart.

Device boot counter

Displays the number of all restarts which the device has undergone.

Transferable memory
status

The configuration settings can be saved and managed.
For setting see instructions “Central configuration management - transferring the device configuration when replacing the device”.
The instructions can be found on the Bürkert homepage → Type ME43
Information on the büS network.

büS status
Receive errors

Display for current receive errors.

Receive errors max.

Displays all past and current receive errors.

Transmit errors

Display for current send errors.

Transmit errors max.

Displays all recent and current send errors.

CANopen status

Information on the communication status of the device as a participant in
the büS network. Pre-operational or operational.

Table 20:

Menus of the 8DI module, General settings configuration area, Diagnostics detailed view
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11.2.3

8DI module – menus in the General settings configuration area
- Maintenance detailed view

Open menu:

→→Click + to open the configuration areas.
→→Select General settings in the configuration area.
→→Select Maintenance detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Maintenance for General settings
Levels 1 and 2

Description

Device information

Displays device-specific data.

Displayed name

Displays the name which was entered for the device.
The name is entered in the configuration area
General settings → Parameter in the menu büS → Displayed name.

Ident. number

Displays the device ident. number.

Serial number

Displays the device serial number.

Software ident. number

Displays the ident. number for the software which is used in the device.

Software version

Displays the software version which is used in the device.

büS version

Displays the device büS version.

Hardware version

Displays the device hardware version.

Product type number

Displays the type designation for the device.

Manufacture date

Displays the date on which the device was manufactured.

eds version

Displays the eds version.

Device driver

Information on the device driver.
This menu is available only in the PC software “Bürkert-Communicator”.
Menu for resetting and restarting the device.

Reset device
Restart

Restart device.
When the device is restarted, the voltage is reset. The configuration and
parameterization settings made on the device are retained after the restart.

Reset to factory settings

Reset device to factory settings.
When resetting to factory settings, the corresponding settings, which were
made on the device, are overwritten with the default values.

Table 21:

Menus of the 8DI module, General settings configuration area, Maintenance detailed view
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12

START-UP 3AI-3DO MODULE

12.1

Overview of base settings of the analog inputs

Base setting of the analog inputs AI1 to AI3
(observe sequence)
Select input signal.
1.

Factory default setting

Requirement

Not configured

Essential

2.

Select the physical variable for the process values. -

Essential

3.

Calibrate process value of the analog input:

Essential

•• Lower value

0

•• Upper value

100

Set filter response time.

3.00 s

Activate and parameterize warning messages for
deviations of the process set-point value:

Not activated

•• Lower limit

-

•• Upper limit

-

Activate and parameterize error messages for
deviations of the process set-point value:

Not activated

•• Lower limit

-

•• Upper limit

-

Activate and parameterize error message for input
error (supply voltage or amperage):

For specified upper limits
and lower limits see chapter
“12.2.7 Activating and
parameterizing error mesTo be performed
sages for input errors”.
optionally

•• Electrical lower limit

Activated

•• Electrical upper limit

Activated

8.

Use analog input as digital input.

Not activated

9.

Specify name for the initial value.

No name specified

10.

Set sampling time.

100 ms

4.

5.

6.

7.

Table 22:

To be performed
optionally
To be performed
optionally

To be performed
optionally

To be performed
optionally

Overview: Base settings of the analog inputs of the 3AI-3DO module

The 3AI-3DO module is currently unavailable
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12.2

Base setting of the analog inputs

The PC software “Bürkert-Communicator” is required for the base setting.
The PC software “Bürkert-Communicator” can be downloaded free of charge from the Bürkert
homepage www.buerkert.com → Type ME44.
In addition to the software, the USB büS interface set, available as an accessory, is required.

12.2.1

Opening menu for the setting of the analog inputs in the
Bürkert-Communicator

Required access rights: Installer
Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.
The complete menu tree for setting the analog input is displayed after the input signal was selected.

12.2.2

Selecting input signal for the analog input

Required access rights: Installer

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.

→→Select Operating mode.
→→Select input signal.
You have selected the input signal for the analog input.

12.2.3

Selecting physical variable for the process values of the
analog input

Required access rights: Installer

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.

→→Select Configure unit.
→→Select physical variable.
→→Finish.
42
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12.2.4

Calibrating process value of the analog input

The process value of the analog input can be calibrated in different ways:
•• In the Maintenance detailed view: 2-point calibration using a wizard, during which the lower and upper
process value is calculated using an equation.
•• In the Parameter detailed view: Calibration by entering the lower and upper process value.
Recommendation for initial start-up:
To ensure a correct scaling of the process values, it is recommended to run the 2-point calibration
using the wizard. Maintenance detailed view → menu 2-point calibration.
Required access rights: Installer
Calibration in the Maintenance detailed view: 2-point calibration of the process value using the wizard:
The 2-point calibration is implemented via a linear equation which is calculated for Points 1 and 2 using the
input values.
Procedure:

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.

→→Switch to Maintenance detailed view.
→→Select 2-point calibration.
A wizard guides you through the menu.
The following values are displayed during the calibration:
- The raw values of the analog input for calibration point 1.
- Offset and slope of the linear equation.

→→Finish.
You have calibrated the process value of the analog input.
Calibration in the Parameter detailed view: Calibration by entering the lower and upper process value

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.
Calibrating the lower process value of the analog input:

→→Select Value at xxx. The display (0mA, 4mA or 0V) depends on the selected input signal.
→→Input value.
Calibrating the upper process value of the analog input:

→→Select Value at xxx. The display (20mA, 2V, 5V or 10V) depends on the selected input signal.
→→Input value.
You have calibrated the process value of the analog input.
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12.2.5

Setting filter response time for the analog input

The filter response time determines the degree of damping for current fluctuations or voltage fluctuations at
the analog input.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.

→→Select Filter response time.
→→Input value.
You have set the filter response time for the analog input.

12.2.6

Activating and parameterizing warning message and error
messages

Warning messages and error messages can be activated for deviations from the process set-point value.
The lower and upper limits which are to be input define when a message will be output.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.
Activating warning messages and/or error messages:

→→Select Process warnings or Process errors.
→→Select Activation flag.
→→Activate Low linmit and/or High limit.
Setting the limit values for warning messages or error messages according to the selected activation
flags:

→→Select Low limit.
→→Input value.
→→Select High limit.
→→Input value.
You have activated the warning messages or error messages for deviations from the process set-point
value.
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12.2.7

Activating and parameterizing error messages for input errors

An error message can be activated for deviations of the input signal. The electrical lower and upper limits
which are to be input define when an error message will be output.
Factory setting:
The error messages have been activated at the factory. The following table shows the electrical upper and
lower limits set for the output of error messages.
Type of input signal

Electrical lower limit

Electrical upper limit

0-20mA

0 mA

21 mA

4-20mA

3.6 mA

21 mA

0-10V

0V

10.25 V

0-5V

0V

5.25 V

0-2V

0V

2.25 V

Table 23:

Factory setting: Error messages for input errors

Required access rights: Installer

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.
Activate error messages:

→→Select Input errors.
→→Select Activation flag.
→→Select parameter for the error message. Multiple selection is possible.
•• Low raw limit
•• High raw limit
•• Open loop only available when the voltage physical variable (0-10V, 0-5V or 0-2V) has been selected for
the input signal.
Setting the limit values for error messages according to the selected activation flags:

→→Select Low raw limit.
→→Input value.
→→Select High raw limit.
→→Input value.
You have activated the error messages for deviations from the input signal.
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12.2.8

Using analog input as digital input

Each analog input of the 3AI-3DO module can also be used as digital input.
Activation of use as digital input
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.

→→Select AI as DI.
→→Set On.
The analog input is activated for use as digital input and the configuration area AI as DI for parameterization is
shown.
Parameterization for use as digital input:

→→Select AI as DI in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3.
→→Select Lower theshold and enter the limit values.
→→Select Upper threshold and enter the limit values.
 You have activated and parameterized the analog input for use as digital input.

12.2.9

Specifying name for the output value of the analog input

If required, a name can be specified for the output value of each analog input.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.

→→Select Output value Name.
→→Specify name.
You have given a name to the output value of the analog input.
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12.2.10 Setting sampling time for the analog input
The sampling time specifies the period during which the data is read from the input.
Factory setting: 100 ms
If the sampling time is shorter, the bus load will increase on the CAN bus.
Specifying sampling time:
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the analog input is displayed.

→→Select Sample interval.
→→Select value.
You have set the sampling time.
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12.3

Overview of base settings of the digital outputs

Base settings for the digital outputs DO1 to DO3

Factory default setting

Requirement

Select operating mode.

Not configured

Essential

Parameterization of the digital output according to the
selected operating mode.

-

Essential

Inversion of the digital output.

Off

To be performed
optionally

Specify name for the input value of the digital output.

No name specified

To be performed
optionally

Specify name for the output value of the digital output.

No name specified

To be performed
optionally

Set short-circuit detection.

Activated

To be performed
optionally

•• On-Off
•• Threshold value
•• PWM
•• PFM

Table 24:

Overview: Base settings of the digital outputs of the 3AI-3DO module

12.4

Base setting of the digital outputs

The PC software “Bürkert-Communicator” is required for the base setting.
The PC software “Bürkert-Communicator” can be downloaded free of charge from the Bürkert
homepage www.buerkert.com → Type ME44.
In addition to the software, the USB büS interface set, available as an accessory, is required.

12.4.1

Opening menu for the setting of the digital outputs in the
Bürkert-Communicator

Required access rights: Installer
Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.
The complete menu tree for setting the digital output is displayed after the operating mode was
selected.
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12.4.2

Selecting operating mode for digital output

Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Operating mode.
Possible selection:
•• On-Off: Operating mode for 2 states, on or off.
•• Threshold: Threshold values are defined for the state change of the output.
•• PWM: Output with pulse width modulation.
Fast: for the control of a proportional solenoid valve.
Slow: for the control of an On-Off actuator.
•• PFM: Output with pulse frequency modulation, e.g. for controlling a pump.

→→Select operating mode.
You have selected the operating mode for the digital output.
Parameterizing the digital output according to the selected operating mode is described in the
following chapters “12.5” to “12.8”.

12.4.3

Inversion of the digital output

The inversion reverses the circuit function of the digital output.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Inversion.
→→Set On.
You have inverted the digital output.

12.4.4

Specifying name for the input value of the digital output

Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Input value Name.
→→Specify name.
You have given a name to the input value of the digital output.
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12.4.5

Specifying name for the output value of the digital output

Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Output value Name.
→→Specify name.
You have given a name to the output value of the digital output.

12.4.6

Activating short circuit detection

Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Short circuit detection.
→→Set On.
You have activated the short circuit detection.
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12.5

Parameterizing the digital output for On-Off operating
mode

In the On-Off operating mode there are only 2 states, on or off, for the digital output.

12.5.1

Overview: Parameterizing the digital output for On-Off
operating mode

Parameterization for the analog outputs DO1 to
DO3 for On-Off operating mode
Set delay for the digital output.

Factory default setting

Requirement

0 s (no delay)

To be performed optionally

Set error handling.

Off

To be performed optionally

Set power reduction.

Off

To be performed optionally

Table 25:

Overview: Parameterizing the digital output for On-Off operating mode

12.5.2

On-Off operating mode – setting delay for the digital output

The delay sets the period from the receipt of a signal to switchover of the output.
If the delay is longer than the pending signal, the output will remain unchanged.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Delay.
→→Input value.
You have set the delay for the digital output.

12.5.3

On-Off operating mode – setting error handling

The error handling specifies which state the digital output accepts if an error occurs.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Error handling.
Possible selection:
•• Last valid value: Output of the last valid value.
•• Off: The digital output remains switched off or is deactivated.
•• On: The digital output remains switched on or is activated.

→→Select state for error handling.
You have set the error handling for the digital output.
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12.5.4

On-Off operating mode – setting power reduction

The power reduction saves energy by switching a parameterizable PWM signal instead of a permanent “on”
signal.
2 parameters are set for the power reduction:
•• The period until the power reduction becomes active [Td].
•• The duty cycle of the PWM signal.
Principle of power reduction:
Td: Time until power reduction
becomes active

Electrical
voltage

T1: Pulse duration
T2: Switch-off time
Tp: Cycle duration (PWM 20 kHz)

t
Td

T1

Duty cycle  =

T2

T1
Tp

Tp

Figure 16:

Principle of power reduction

Setting power reduction:
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Power reduction.
→→Select Status.
→→Set ON to activate the power reduction.
→→Select Power reduction after to set the period [Td] until the power reduction becomes active.
→→Input value.
→→Select Dutycycle to input the duty cycle.
→→Input percentage value for the reduced output power.
You have set the power reduction for the digital output.
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12.6

Parameterizing the digital output for threshold value
operating mode

In the threshold value operating mode threshold values are defined for the state change of the output.

12.6.1

Overview: Parameterizing the digital output for threshold value
operating mode

Parameterization for the analog outputs DO1 to DO3 for
Factory default setting
threshold value operating mode
Hysteresis
Set threshold mode. Setting mode for switching the
output:

Requirement
Essential

•• Hysteresis
•• Window
Lower threshold value 0

Set lower and upper threshold value.

Upper threshold value 100

Essential

Set delay.

0 s (no delay)

To be performed
optionally

Set error handling.

Off

To be performed
optionally

Set power reduction.

Off

To be performed
optionally

Table 26:

Overview: Parameterizing the digital output for threshold value operating mode

12.6.2

Threshold value operating mode – setting threshold mode

The threshold mode is used to set how the output responds to pulses/signals which exceed the threshold values.
Selection:
•• Hysteresis: The switching function monitors whether a threshold value is undercut or exceeded.
•• Window: The switching function monitors whether the monitored process is within the defined set-point
range or outside the defined upper limit or lower limit.
Effect of the threshold mode on the switching behavior of the digital output:
Threshold
mode

Not inverted

Inverted

Hysteresis

Contact

Contact

ON

ON

OFF
Lower
Upper
threshold value

Process
value

OFF
Lower
Upper
threshold value

Process
value
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Threshold
mode

Not inverted

Inverted

Window

Contact

Contact

ON

ON

OFF
Lower
Upper
threshold value
Table 27:

Process
value

OFF
Lower
Upper
threshold value

Process
value

Effect of the threshold mode on the switching behavior of the digital output

Setting threshold mode:
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Threshold mode.
→→Select Window or Hysteresis
You have set the threshold mode.

12.6.3

Threshold value operating mode – setting lower and upper
threshold value

The upper and lower threshold values are used to define the limit values for the state change of the digital output.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Lower threshold.
→→Input value.
→→Select Upper threshold.
→→Input value.
You have set the threshold values for the state change of the digital output.
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12.6.4

Threshold value operating mode – setting delay for the digital
output

The delay sets the period from the receipt of a signal to switchover of the output.
If the delay is longer than the pending signal, the output will remain unchanged.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Delay.
→→Input value.
You have set the delay for the digital output.

12.6.5

Threshold value operating mode – setting error handling

The error handling specifies which state the digital output accepts if an error occurs.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Error handling.
Possible selection:
•• Last valid value: Output of the last valid value.
•• Off: The digital output remains switched off or is deactivated.
•• On: The digital output remains switched on or is activated.

→→Select state for error handling.
You have set the error handling for the digital output.
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12.6.6

Threshold value operating mode – setting power reduction

The power reduction saves energy by switching a parameterizable PWM signal instead of a permanent “On”
signal.
2 parameters are set for the power reduction:
•• The period until the power reduction becomes active [Td].
•• The duty cycle of the PWM signal.
Principle of power reduction:
Td: Time until power reduction
becomes active

Electrical
voltage

T1: Pulse duration
T2: Switch-off time
Tp: Cycle duration (PWM 20 kHz)

t
Td

T1

Duty cycle  =

T2

T1
Tp

Tp

Figure 17:

Principle of power reduction

Setting power reduction:
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Power reduction.
→→Select Status.
→→Set On to activate the power reduction.
→→Select Power reduction after to set the period [Td] until the power reduction becomes active.
→→Input value.
→→Select Dutycycle to input the duty cycle.
→→Input percentage value for the reduced output power.
You have set the power reduction for the digital output.
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12.7

Parameterizing of the digital output for PWM
operating mode

In PWM operating mode the switching of the digital output is controlled by a pulse-width modulated signal.
The switch-on time is based on the frequency (cycle duration) and the duty cycle.

12.7.1

Overview: Parameterizing the digital output for PWM
operating mode

Parameterization for the analog outputs DO1 to DO3 for
Factory default setting
PWM operating mode (observe sequence)
Setting mode for the pulse width modulation:
Fast PWM
1.

Requirement
Essential

•• Fast PWM
•• Slow PWM
2.

If Fast PWM selected:
Set frequency (number of switching processes per 2 kHz
cycle).

Essential

If Slow PWM selected:

3.

•• Set cycle duration.

1.00000 min

•• Set minimum switch-on time.

125 ms

Essential

Set scaling:
•• Set value for the process input which corresponds to a duty cycle of 0 %.

0

Essential

•• Set value for the process input which corresponds to a duty cycle of 100 %.

100

Set error handling.

Error value

Table 28:

To be performed
optionally

Overview: Parameterizing the digital output for threshold value operating mode

Principle of PWM operating mode:
Output

T1

T1

T1

T1

100 %

T1 = Switch-on time
Tp = Cycle duration  =
Duty cycle  =  

0%
Tp

Tp

Tp

t

1
Frequency
T1
Tp

The switch-on time T1 varies
The cycle duration Tp is constant
If the inversion is set for the digital output, T1 corresponds to the switch-off time.
Figure 18:

Principle of PWM operating mode
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12.7.2

PWM operating mode – setting mode for the pulse width
modulation

For the pulse width modulation of the digital output, 2 modes can be selected for the following criteria:
•• Slow PWM
Suitable for: Cycle duration: 0.5 s...1 day
•• Fast PWM,
Suitable for: Frequency: 1 Hz...20 kHz
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Operating mode.
→→Select Slow PWM or Fast PWM.
You have set the mode for the pulse width modulation of the digital output.

12.7.3

PWM operating mode – setting frequency for fast PWM

This setting is possible only in Fast PWM mode.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Frequency.
→→Input value.
You have set the frequency for the pulse width modulation of the digital output.
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12.7.4

PWM operating mode – setting cycle duration and minimum
switch-on time for slow PWM

These settings are possible only in Slow PWM mode.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.
Setting of the cycle duration [Tp]:

→→Select Period.
→→Input value.
You have set the cycle duration for the pulse width modulation of the digital output.
Setting of the minimum switch-on time [T1]:

→→Select Minimum ON time.
→→Input value.
You have set the minimum switch-on time for the pulse width modulation of the digital output.

12.7.5

PWM operating mode – setting scaling

Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.
Set value for the process input which corresponds to a duty cycle of 0 %:

→→Select Value at 0%.
→→Input value.
Set value for the process input which corresponds to a duty cycle of 100 %:

→→Select Value at 100%.
→→Input value.
You have set the scaling for the pulse width modulation of the digital output.
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12.7.6

PWM operating mode – setting error handling

The error handling specifies which value the digital output outputs if an error occurs.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Error handling.
Possible selection:
•• Last valid value: Output of the last valid value.
•• Error value: Output of a user-defined value.

→→Select value.
Only when selecting error value:

→→Select Error value.
→→Input value which is output if an error occurs.
You have set the error handling for the digital output.
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12.8

Parameterizing the digital output for PFM operating
mode

In PFM operating mode the switching of the digital output is controlled by a pulse-frequency modulated
signal. In doing so, the number of switching pulses (the frequency) varies depending on the input value and
the maximum frequency. The switch-on time corresponds to the pulse width.

12.8.1

Overview: Parameterizing the digital output for PFM operating
mode

Parameterization for the analog outputs DO1 to DO3 for
Factory default setting
PFM operating mode
Set maximum frequency (maximum number of pulses
180 1/min
time unit).
(180 per minute)
Set pulse width (switch-on time).

200 ms

Requirement
Essential
Essential

Set scaling:
•• Set value for the process input at which no pulse is
output (0 % of the maximum frequency).
•• Set value for the process input at which the maximum
number of pulses is output
(100 % of the maximum frequency).

Essential
100
To be performed
optionally

Error value

Set error handling.
Table 29:

0

Overview: Parameterizing the digital output for threshold value operating mode

Principle of PFM operating mode:
Output

T2

T1

100 %

T1 = Switch-on time
T2 = Switch-off time

1
Tp = Cycle duration  = 
Frequency
0%
Tp

Tp

Tp

Tp

t

The switch-on time T1 is constant
The cycle duration Tp varies
If the inversion is set for the digital output, T1 corresponds to the switch-off time.
Figure 19:

Principle of PWM operating mode
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12.8.2

Setting maximum frequency for the digital output

The maximum frequency is used to set the maximum number of pulses per time unit for the digital output.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Maximum frequency.
→→Input value for the maximum frequency.
You have set the maximum frequency for the digital output.

12.8.3

Setting pulse width

The pulse width is used to set the switch-on time per pulse for the digital output.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Pulse width.
→→Input value for the pulse width (switch-on time per pulse).
You have set the pulse width for the digital output.

12.8.4

PFM operating mode – setting scaling

Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.
Set value for the process input at which no pulse is output (0 % of the maximum frequency):

→→Select Value at 0 %.
→→Input value.
Set value for the process input at which the maximum number of pulses is output (100 % of the
maximum frequency).

→→Select Value at 100 %.
→→Input value.
You have set the scaling for the pulse frequency modulation of the digital output.
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12.8.5

PFM operating mode – setting error handling

Error handling is used to specify which value is output in the error state.
Required access rights: Installer

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Error handling.
Possible selection:
•• Last valid value: Output of the last valid value.
•• Error value: Output of a user-defined value.

→→Select value.
Only when selecting error value:

→→Select Error value.
→→Input value which is output if an error occurs.
You have set the value which is output for error handling.
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12.9

Designing CANopen for 3AI-3DO module

The standard objects are described in separate operating instructions:
www.burkert.com → Type ME44 “CANopen network configuration”
The device-specific objects are described below.
Object 0x200B Temperature Alarm Values
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

Write

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

7

x

0x01

Temperature error limit
high

Real32

343.15

x

0x02

Temperature error limit
low

Real32

248.15

x

0x03

Temperature warning
limit high

Real32

333.15

x

x

0x04

Temperature warning
limit low

Real32

253.15

x

x

0x05

Temperature hysteresis

Real32

4

x

0x06

Calibration temperature Real32

x

0x07

Calibration offset

x

Real32

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes all values in kelvin
Temperature error limit high:

Limit value of the temperature, error message when exceeded

Temperature error limit low:

Limit value of the temperature, error message when undercut

Temperature warning limit high: Limit value of the temperature, warning when exceeded
Temperature warning limit low: Limit value of the temperature, warning when undercut
Temperature hysteresis:

Detect hysteresis of the temperature when Error/Warning occurs

Calibration temperature:

Temperature during calibration

Calibration offset:

Internal offset due to calibration

Object 0x2500 GMV Out Ch1 Float
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV Out Ch1 Float

Real32

-

x

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
GMV Out Ch1 Float: C
 yclical output value for the digital output of the 1st channel for the operating modes
PWM and PFM
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Object 0x2501 GMV Out Ch1 Binary
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV Out Ch1 Binary

Unsigned8

-

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
GMV Out Ch1 Binary:  Cyclical output value for the digital output of the 1st channel for the operating modes
OnOff and threshold value.

Object 0x2502 GMV Out Ch2 Float
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV Out Ch2 Float

Real32

-

x

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
GMV Out Ch2 Float:  Cyclical output value for the digital output of the 2nd channel for the operating
modes PWM and PFM
Object 0x2503 GMV Out Ch2 Binary
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV Out Ch2 Binary

Unsigned8

-

x

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
GMV Out Ch2 Binary:  Cyclical output value for the digital output of the 2nd channel for the operating
modes OnOff and threshold value
Object 0x2504 GMV Out Ch3 Float
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV Out Ch3 Float

Real32

-

x

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
GMV Out Ch3 Float: C
 yclical output value for the digital output of the 3rd channel for the operating modes
PWM and PFM
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Object 0x2505 GMV Out Ch3 Binary
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV Out Ch3 Binary

Unsigned8

-

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
GMV Out Ch3 Binary:  Cyclical output value for the digital output of the 3rd channel for the operating modes
OnOff and threshold value.
Object 0x2506 GMV In Ch1
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV In Ch1

Real32

0

x

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
GMV In Ch1:

Cyclical output value for the analog input of the 1st channel

Object 0x2507 GMV In Ch2
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV In Ch2

Real32

0

x

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
GMV In Ch2:

Cyclical output value for the analog input of the 2nd channel

Object 0x2508 GMV In Ch3
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV In Ch3

Real32

0

x

Description of the subindexes
GMV In Ch3:

Cyclical output value for the analog input of the 3rd channel
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Object 0x2509 GMV AI as DI
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

GMV AI as DI

Unsigned8

0

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
GMV AI as DI: Cyclical value which indicates whether the respective analog input is below or above a specified limit. Precondition object 0x2C04 activates the respective channel.
Example of analog input 1:
Bit 0 represents the digital status of the analog input 1 (AI1).
 o set this value, one limit must be above the value of the current input signal (see object 2D04 sub 10)
T
and one limit must be below the value of the current input signal (see object 2D04 sub 11).
Analog, the bits can be used as follows:
•• Bit 1 for the analog input 2 (AI2)
•• Bit 2 for the analog input 3 (AI3)

Object 0x250A Namur status
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

x

0x01

NAMUR status

Unsigned8

-

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable
x

Description of the subindexes
NAMUR status:

 yclical output value for NAMUR status
C
0: Normal
1: Diagnostics Active
2: Maintenance required
3: Out of specification
4: Warning
5: Error

Object 0x2540 GCV Out Ch1 Float
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

0x01

GCV Out Ch1 Float

Real32

-

Write

PDO
mappable

x

x

x

Description of the subindexes
GCV Out Ch1 Float:

 Cyclical input value for the digital output of the 1st channel for the operating modes
PWM, PFM and threshold value
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Object 0x2541 GCV Out Ch1 Binary
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

0x01

GCV Out Ch1 Binary

Unsigned8

-

Access
Read

Write

PDO
mappable

x

x

x

Description of the subindexes
GCV Out Ch1 Binary:  Cyclical input value for the digital output of the 1st channel for the operating mode
OnOff
Object 0x2542 GCV Out Ch2 Float
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

0x01

GCV Out Ch2 Float

Real32

-

Write

PDO
mappable

x

x

x

Description of the subindexes
GCV Out Ch2 Float:

 Cyclical input value for the digital output of the 2nd channel for the operating modes
PWM, PFM and threshold value

Object 0x2543 GCV Out Ch2 Binary
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

0x01

GCV Out Ch2 Binary

Unsigned8

-

Write

PDO
mappable

x

x

x

Description of the subindexes
GCV Out Ch2 Binary: C
 yclical input value for the digital output of the 2nd channel for the operating mode
OnOff
Object 0x2544 GCV Out Ch3 Float
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

0x01

GCV Out Ch3 Float

Real32

-

Write

PDO
mappable

x

x

x

Description of the subindexes
GCV Out Ch3 Float:

 Cyclical input value for the digital output of the 3rd channel for the operating modes
PWM, PFM and threshold value
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Object 0x2545 GCV Out Ch3 Binary
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

1

0x01

GCV Out Ch3 Binary

Unsigned8

-

Access
Read

Write

PDO
mappable

x

x

x

Description of the subindexes
GCV Out Ch3 Binary:  Cyclical input value for the digital output of the 3rd channel for the operating mode
OnOff
Object 0x2C04 DI Active
Subindex

Name
DI Active

0x00

Data type
Unsigned8

Default
0

Access
Read

Write

x

x

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
DI Active:

 ctivates the digital input mode of the analog inputs.
A
Bit 0: For analog input channel 1
Bit 1: For analog input channel 2
Bit 2: For analog input channel 3

Object 0x2C06 Diagnosis Flags
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

3

x

0x01

Ch1 Activation

Unsigned32

0xFFFFFFFF

x

x

0x02

Ch2 Activation

Unsigned32

0xFFFFFFFF

x

x

0x03

Ch3 Activation

Unsigned32

0xFFFFFFFF

x

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
Ch1 Activation:

Activating the diagnostics of the 1st channel (each bit represents a diagnostics type)

Ch2 Activation:

Activating the diagnostics of the 2nd channel (each bit represents a diagnostics type)

Ch3 Activation:

Activating the diagnostics of the 3rd channel (each bit represents a diagnostics type)

Bits 0-31:

 : Open loop
0
1: No valid data from partner
16: Short-circuit
17: Overcurrent
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Object 0x2D00-0x2D02 Out Channel X
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

12

x

0x01

Type

Unsigned8

0

x

0x02

Config Mode

Unsigned8

0

x

Read

Write

x

0x03

Mode Name

Visible_String -

x

0x05

Diagnosis

Unsigned32

0

x

0x06

Low Point

Real32

0

x

x

0x07

High Point

Real32

100

x

x

0x08

Error Behavior

Unsigned8

1

x

x

0x09

Error Value

Real32

0

x

x

0x0C

Invert

Unsigned8

0

x

x

Description of the subindexes
Type:

 ype of output channel
T
1: Analog
2: Digital
3: Digital (fast)
4: Relay

Config Mode:

 perating mode of the channel
O
0: Not configured
1: On-Off
2: Threshold value
3: PWM
4: PFM

Mode Name:

Name of the activated operating mode

Diagnosis:

 escription of the bits (set means there is an error):
D
0: Open loop
1: No valid data from partner
16: Short-circuit
17: Overcurrent

Low Point:

 ower value of the input scaling
L
Value according to the operating mode set for the channel:
Threshold value: lower threshold value
PWM and PFM: Value at 0 %

High Point:

 pper value of the input scaling
U
Value according to the operating mode set for the channel:
Threshold value: upper threshold value
PWM and PFM: Value at 100 %

Error Behavior:

 ehavior in the error state
B
0: Retain last valid value
1: Off (Binary) /error value (PWM/PFM)
2: On (Binary)

Error Value:

Error value, for PWM and PFM if 1 has been set for Error Behavior.

Invert:

 : Off / normal
0
1: On / inverted
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Object 0x2D04-0x2D06 In Channel X
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

18

x

0x01

Type

Unsigned8

0

x

0x02

Config Mode

Unsigned8

0

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable

x

0x03

Mode Name

Visible_String -

x

0x05

Diagnosis

Unsigned32

0

x

0x06

Low Point

Real32

0

x

x

0x07

High Point

Real32

100

x

x

0x0D

Filter Response Time

Real32

3

x

x

0x0F

Raw Unit

Unsigned32

0

x

0x10

BinaryOffHighestValue

Real32

0

x

x

0x11

BinaryOnLowestValue

Real32

0

x

x

0x12

SampleIntervall

Unsigned16

200

x

x

Description of the subindexes
Type:

1: Analog

Config Mode:

 : 4-20mA
1
2: 0-20mA
3 :0-10V
4: 0-5V
5: 0-2V

Mode Name:

Name of the mode

Diagnosis:

 escription of the bits (set means there is an error)
D
0: Open loop
1: Input signal too small
2: Input signal too large
3: Scaled input signal too small
4: Scaled input signal too large
5: Calibration active.

Low Point:

Lower value of the input signal

High Point:

Upper value of the input signal

Filter Response Time:

Time constant of the PT1 filter.

Raw Unit:

The unit used for transmission.

BinaryOffHighestValue:

Indicates from when the signal is seen as logical 0.
See also “GMV AI as DI”.

BinaryOnLowestValue:

Indicates from when the signal is seen as logical 1.
See also “GMV AI as DI”.

SampleIntervall:

 pecifies the sampling time.
S
Possible values: 200 ≙ 100 ms; 100 ≙ 50 ms; 20 ≙ 10 ms
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Object 0x2D08-0x2D0A Warnings In Channel X
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

3

x

0x01

Activation Flags

Unsigned32

16

x

x

0x02

Low limit

Real32

0

x

x

0x03

High limit

Real32

0

x

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
Activation Flags:

 - Output warning when undercutting the lower warning limit (Bit 0)
1
2 - Output warning when exceeding the upper warning limit (Bit 1)
3 – Activate both warnings (Bit 0 + Bit 1)

Low limit:

Lower limit value

High limit:

Upper limit value

Object 0x2D0C-0x2D0E Errors In Channel X
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

Write

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

3

x

0x01

Activation Flags

Unsigned32

0

x

x

0x02

Low limit

Real32

0

x

x

0x03

High limit

Real32

0

x

x

Description of the subindexes
Activation Flags:

 - Output error when undercutting the lower warning limit (Bit 0)
1
2 - Output error when exceeding the upper warning limit (Bit 1)
3 – Activate both warnings (Bit 0 + Bit 1)

Low limit:

Lower limit value

High limit:

Upper limit value
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Object 0x2D0F-0x2D11 Input Errors In Channel X
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

5

x

0x01

Activation Flags

Unsigned32

7

x

x

0x02

Current Low limit

Real32

0.0036

x

x

0x03

Current High limit

Real32

0.021

x

x

0x04

Voltage Low limit

Real32

0

x

x

0x05

Voltage High Limit

Real32

10.25

x

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
Activation Flags:

 - Output error when undercutting the lower warning limit (Bit 0)
1
2 - Output error when exceeding the upper warning limit (Bit 1)
4 – “Open loop” error when a voltage input was selected (Bit 2)

Current Low limit:

Value for the lower limit of the warning limit of the current input

Current High limit:

Value for the upper limit of the warning limit of the current input

Voltage Low limit:

Value for the lower limit of the warning limit of the voltage input

Voltage High Limit:

Value for the upper limit of the warning limit of the voltage input

Object 0x2D20-0x2D22 Out ChX PWM
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

Write

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

4

x

0x01

Mode

Unsigned8

0

x

x

0x02

Frequency

Real32

2000

x

x

0x03

Period

Real32

60

x

x

0x04

Min ON time

Real32

0.125

x

x

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
Mode:

 perating mode PWM
O
0: Fast PWM
1: Slow PWM

Frequency:

Frequency for fast PWM (unit: Hz)

Cycle:

Cycle for slow PWM (unit: s)

Min ON time:

Minimum duty cycle for slow PWM (unit: s)
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Object 0x2D30-0x2D32 Out ChX PFM
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

2

x

0x01

Frequency MAX

Real32

180

x

x

0x02

Pulse width

Real32

0.2

x

x

Read

Write

PDO
mappable

Description of the subindexes
Frequency MAX:

Maximum frequency (unit: 1/min)

Pulse width:

Pulse width  (unit: s)

Object 0x2D60-0x2D62 Out ChX Boolean
Subindex

Name

Data type

Default

Access
Read

Write

0x00

Number of entries

Unsigned8

5

x

0x01

Delay

Real32

0

x

x

0x02

ThresholdMode

Unsigned8

0

x

x

0x03

Power Reduction

Unsigned8

0

x

x

0x04

Power Reduction Full
On Time

Unsigned16

300

x

x

0x05

Power Reduction
Duty Cycle

Unsigned16

30

x

x

Description of the subindexes
ThresholdMode:

 hreshold value operating mode:
T
0: Hysteresis
1: Window

Power Reduction:

 ower reduction
P
0: On
1: Off

Power Reduction Full On Time: Power reduction after x (unit: ms)
Power Reduction Duty Cycle:
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13

FURTHER SETTINGS 3AI-3DO MODULE

13.1

Activating switching status of the digital outputs on
the fieldbus as a process value

The current switching status of the digital outputs can be activated as a process value for the fieldbus.
Required access rights: Installer
Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select General settings in the configuration area.  
The Parameter detailed view with the menus for setting the digital output is displayed.

→→Select Output Modul PDOs.
→→Set ON.
→→Finish
You have activated the switching status of the digital outputs as a process value for the fieldbus.

13.2

3AI-3DO module – menus in the configuration area
AI1 to AI3

The following overview and brief description of the menus include the device-specific settings for
the I/O module and do not include the description of the PC software “Bürkert-Communicator”.

13.2.1

3AI-3DO module – configuration area AI1 to AI3 - Parameter
detailed view

The menu of the Parameter detailed view for the analog inputs AI1 to AI3 is described in detail in
the chapter Starting up the 3AI-3DO module.

The 3AI-3DO module is currently unavailable
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13.2.2

Menus in the configuration area AI1 to AI3 - Diagnostics
detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
→→Select Diagnostics detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Diagnostics for AI1 to AI3 (Analog inputs 1...3)
Levels 1

Description

Type

Displays type of analog input.

Operating mode

Displays the operating mode set for the analog input.

Input value

Displays the voltage or amperage which is at the analog input. The displayed electrical variable depends on the selected input signal.
Generally, the modules have been correctly calibrated at the factory.
If it is established that the displayed input value deviates from the actual
value, a recalibration is required.
The recalibration is run in the detailed view Maintenance → Hardware
calibration.
Displays the process value which is output on the fieldbus.

Output value
Table 30:

Menus of the 3AI-3DO module, configuration area AI1 to AI3, Diagnostics detailed view
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13.2.3

Menus and setting options in the configuration area AI1 to AI3 Maintenance detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area. Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select AI1, AI2 or AI3 in the configuration area.
→→elect Maintenance detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Maintenance for AI1 to AI3 (Analog inputs 1...3)
Levels 1 and 2

Description

2-point calibration

Wizard for calibration of the process value.
The 2-point calibration is implemented via a linear equation which is calculated for Points 1 and 2 using the input values.
Menu options:
•• Input value for Point 1
•• Raw value: Displays the raw value (value of the unscaled input signal).
•• Input value for Point 2
•• Raw value: Displays the raw value (value of the unscaled input signal).
•• Recalculated offset: Displays the offset which was recalculated for the
process value using the linear equation.
•• Recalculated slope: Displays the slope which was recalculated for the
process value using the linear equation.

Hardware calibration
2-point calibration

Scaling the sensor input signal
Wizard for calibration of the input signal
The 2-point calibration is implemented via a linear equation which is calculated for Points 1 and 2 using the input values.
Menu options:
•• Input value for Point 1
•• Raw value: Displays the raw value (value of the unscaled input signal).
•• Input value for Point 2
•• Raw value: Displays the raw value (value of the unscaled input signal).
•• Recalculated offset: Displays the offset which was recalculated for the
input signal using the linear equation.
•• Recalculated slope: Displays the slope which was recalculated for the
input signal using the linear equation.

Offset

Setting the offset for the input signal

Slope

Setting the slope for the input signal

Reset to factory
calibration

Factory reset hardware calibration of the corresponding channel.
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Maintenance for AI1 to AI3 (Analog inputs 1...3)
Levels 1 and 2

Description

Reset to factory settings

Apart from the hardware calibration, factory reset all settings of the corresponding channel.

Table 31:

Menus of the 3AI-3DO module, configuration area AI1 to AI3, Maintenance detailed view

13.3

3AI-3DO module – menus in the configuration area
DO1 to DO3

The following overview and brief description of the menus include the device-specific settings for
the I/O module and do not include the description of the PC software “Bürkert-Communicator”.

13.3.1

Menus in the configuration area DO1 to DO3 - Parameter
detailed view

The menu of the Parameter detailed view for the digital outputs DO1 to DO3 is described in detail
in the chapter Starting up the 3AI-3DO module.

13.3.2

Menus in the configuration area DO1 to DO3 - Diagnostics
detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
→→Select Diagnostics detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Diagnostics for DO1 to DO3 (Digital outputs 1...3)
Levels 1

Description

Type

Displays type of digital output.

Operating mode

Displays the operating mode set for the digital output

Input value

Value which is received from the fieldbus on the digital output.

Output value

Value which the digital output currently outputs.

Table 32:
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13.3.3

Menus and setting options in the configuration area DO1 to
DO3 - Maintenance detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area. Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select DO1, DO2 or DO3 in the configuration area.
→→Select Maintenance detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Maintenance for DO1 to DO3 (Digital outputs 1...3)
Levels 1

Description

Reset fo factory settings

Factory reset the settings of the respective digital output.
The menu is only available if the operating mode was configured for
the digital output.

Table 33:

Menus of the 3AI-3DO module, configuration area DO1 to DO3, Maintenance detailed view
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13.4

3AI-3DO module – menus in the General settings
configuration area

The following overview and brief description of the menus include the device-specific settings for the I/O
module and do not include the description of the PC software “Bürkert-Communicator”.

13.4.1

3AI-3DO module – menus and setting options in the General
settings configuration area - Parameter detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select General settings in the configuration area.
→→Select Parameter detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Parameter for General settings
Levels 1, 2 and 3

Description

Status LED

Setting the LED for displaying the device status.

Mode

Set LED mode for displaying the device statuses.
The following LED modes can be selected:
•• NAMUR modus, for description see “8.1.2 LED for indicating the device
status”, page 24.
•• LED off.
Parameterizing the device as a büS participant.

büS
Displayed name

Assign name under which the device is displayed.
No input required.

Location

Display, location of the device

Description

The input window can be used for the description of the device or for additional information on the device.
No input required.
Other settings for the device as participant of a network.

Advanced
Unique device name

Assign communication ID for communication in the network.
When changing the communication ID, the assigned partnership is lost
to another participant.

Baud rate

Set data transmission rate for the device as büS participant or CANopen
participant.

büS address

Assign address under which the device is controlled as büS participant or
CANopen participant.
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Parameter for General settings
Levels 1, 2 and 3
Bus mode

Description
Select communication:
•• Communication protocol CANopen
•• Communication protocol büS
•• Single device

CANopen status

Specify communication status for the device:
Pre-operational: It is possible to communicate with the participant via
SDOs. PDO communication is not possible.
Operational: The participant can independently send and receive process
data.
The menu is available only for selection of the communication protocol
CANopen.

Deallocation delay
Alarm limits
Device temperature

Time from loss of a partner to deletion of his configuration.
Displays and adjusts the limit values; if the limit values are exceeded or fall
below the minimum, the device outputs an error message or warning.
Displays and adjusts the limit values for the device temperature.

Error high

Displays the limit value for the device temperature; if the limit value is
exceeded, the device outputs an error message. Consider hysteresis!

Error low

Displays the limit value for the device temperature; if the limit value falls
below the minimum, the device outputs an error message. Consider
hysteresis!

Warning high

Adjust limit value for the device temperature; if the limit value is exceeded,
the device outputs a warning. Consider hysteresis!

Warning low

Adjust limit value for the device temperature; if the limit value falls below
the minimum, the device outputs a warning. Consider hysteresis!

Hysteresis

Displays the hysteresis for the limit values of the device temperature.
The hysteresis is centrally assigned to the limit value.
Example:
Warning high

80 °C

Hysteresis

4 °C

The warning is output at a device temperature > 82 °C and is canceled
again at a device temperature < 78 °C.
Diagnostics
Active

Menu for activation and deactivation of the diagnostic function.
Diagnostic function activated:
•• The LED for indicating the device status indicates the device status
depending on the set mode.
•• Messages are entered in the logbook.
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Parameter for General settings
Levels 1, 2 and 3

Description
Diagnostic function deactivated:

Inactive

•• The LED for indicating the device status does not indicate the device
status.
•• There is no entry in the logbook for errors.
PDO Configuration
PDO 1

Configuration of the cyclical process data objects:
The cyclical process data objects are configured with a wizard which
runs through the required operating steps.

PDO 2
PDO 3
Multiplexed PDO
Reset to default values
Output module PDOs
Table 34:

Resetting the PDO configuration to the standard values
For description see “13.1 Activating switching status of the digital outputs
on the fieldbus as a process value”, page 75.

Menus of the 3AI-3DO module, General settings configuration area, Parameter detailed view
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13.4.2

3AI-3DO module – menus in the General settings configuration
area, Diagnostics detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select General settings in the configuration area.
→→Select Diagnostics detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Diagnostics for General settings
Levels 1 and 2

Description

Device status

Information on the device status.

Operating duration

Displays the operating duration over the entire life cycle of the device.

Device temperature

Displays the device temperature

Voltage drops

Display:  Number of voltage drops since the last restart.

Min./Max. values

Displays the minimum and maximum measured device temperature.

Device boot counter

Displays the device restart over the entire life cycle of the device.

Transferable memory
status

The configuration settings can be saved and managed.

Current system time

Displays the date and the time

For setting see instructions “Central configuration management - transferring the configuration data when replacing the device”.
The instructions can be found on the Bürkert homepage → Type ME43.
Information on the büS network.

büS status
Receive errors

Displays the current receive errors.

Receive errors max.

Displays all receive errors since the last restart.

Transmit errors

Displays the current send errors.

Transmit errors max.

Displays all send errors since the last restart.

Reset error counter

Reset the error counter for receive errors and send errors to 0.

CANopen status

Information on the communication status of the device as a participant in
the büS network. Pre-operational or operational.

Logbook
Table 35:

Menu for displaying and managing the logbook entries.
Menus of the 3AI-3DO module, General settings configuration area, Diagnostics detailed view

The 3AI-3DO module is currently unavailable
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13.4.3

3AI-3DO module – menus in the General settings configuration
area, Maintenance detailed view

Open menu:

→→Select

3AI/3DO in the navigation area.
Click + to open the configuration areas.

→→Select General settings in the configuration area.
→→Select Maintenance detailed view.
Overview of the menus:
Maintenance for General settings
Levels 1 and 2

Description

Device information

Displays device-specific data.

Displayed name

Displays the name which was entered for the device.
The name is entered in the configuration area
General settings → Parameter in the menu büS → Displayed name.Name.

Ident. number

Displays the device ident. number.

Serial number

Displays the device serial number.

Software Ident. number

Displays the ident. number for the software which is used in the device.

Software version

Displays the software version which is used in the device.

büS version

Displays the device büS version.

Hardware version

Displays the device hardware version.

Product type number

Displays the type designation for the device.

Manufacture date

Displays the date on which the device was manufactured.

eds version

Displays the eds version.

Device driver

Information on the device driver.
This menu is available only in the PC software “Bürkert-Communicator”.
Menu for resetting and restarting the device.

Reset device
Restart

Restart device.
When the device is restarted, the software is reset. The configuration and
parameterization settings made on the device are retained after the restart.

Reset to factory settings

Reset device to factory settings.
When resetting to the factory settings, the corresponding settings, which
were made on the device, are overwritten with the factory settings.

Table 36:
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MAINTENANCE

14.1

Replacement of the I/O module Type ME44

CAUTION!
Electrical voltage.
▶▶Before working on the device or system, switch off the power supply. Secure against reactivation.

NOTE!
▶▶Maintenance may be carried out only by trained technicians and with the appropriate tools.
1. →

Switch off the supply voltage.

2. Remove cables from sensors and actuators.

→→Press push-in contacts of the connection terminal and pull out wires.
Remove I/O module

Remove connection panel
Press
Upper lock

Upper unlocking
device

Press
towards
center

Lower lock

Lower unlocking
device

Press
Figure 20:

Replacement of the I/O module Type ME44

3. Remove I/O module from the backplane.

→→Press on the blue squares until the lock is released and remove the connection panel.
→→Press upper and lower unlocking device towards center of device and remove I/O module from the
backplane.
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4. Install replacement device.
If required:
Remove connection panel
Upper
Press
lock

Mount the I/O module on backplane

Module slot

Lower lock
Press
Figure 21:

Mount the I/O module Type ME44 on backplane

→→Align the I/O module with the module slot of the backplane.
→→Press the I/O module onto the backplane until it engages.
The I/O module is now connected to the supply voltage.
Use supply voltage unit with adequate power.
Connecting external sensors and actuators to the power supply:
If the I/O module is difficult to access, the connection panel for the electrical connection can be
removed. See “Figure 14: Mounting the I/O module Type ME44 on the backplane”
Electrical assignment:
Plug assignment External circuit
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Table 37:

GND

Ground

DI1...DI8

Digital input

24V

Supply voltage 24 V

Electrical assignment 8DI module

english
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Plug assignment
analog inputs
GND

Ground

AI1-...AI3-

Analog input –

AI1+...AI3+

Analog input +

24V

Supply voltage 24 V

Plug assignment
digital outputs

Table 38:

External circuit

± 10 %

External circuit

GND

Ground

DO1-...DO3-

Digital output –, GND reference

DO1+...DO3+

Digital output +

24V

Supply voltage 24 V

± 10 %

Assignment 3AI-3DO module

→→Connect wires of the external sensors and actuators to the terminals on the respective connection
panels.

If the connection panel has been removed:

→→Align connection panel with the I/O module.
→→Press on the connection panel until it clicks into position.
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14.2

Replacing backplane

CAUTION!
Electrical voltage.
▶▶Before working on the device or system, switch off the power supply. Secure against reactivation.

NOTE!
▶▶Maintenance may be carried out only by trained technicians and with the appropriate tools.

14.2.1
1. →

Removing a row of backplanes
Switch off the supply voltage.

2. Remove all I/O modules from the backplane in the same way.
Remove I/O module

Remove connection panel
Press

Upper lock

Upper unlocking
device

Press
towards
center

Lower unlocking
device

Lower lock
Press
Figure 22:

Remove I/O modules from the backplane.

→→Press on the blue squares until the lock is released and remove the connection panel.
→→Press upper and lower unlocking device towards center of device and remove I/O module from the
backplane.
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3. Remove backplane.
Connected backplanes are unlocked by removing the outer, right I/O module from the adjacent
backplane on the left.
Unlocking backplane
Load resistor

Removing backplane from the
top hat rail
Top hat rail

Electronic module
of the adjacent
backplane
Figure 23:

Removing a row of backplanes

→→Remove outer, right I/O module from the adjacent backplane on the left.
The backplane has been unlocked.

→→Loosen connection on the adjacent backplane by pulling it to the right and remove backplane from the
top hat rail.

Removing backplane from the top hat rail:

→→Press backplane upwards and detach it from the upper guide of the top hat rail.
→→If the load resistor is on the backplane, remove the load resistor from the backplane.
Keep the removed load resistor at hand, as it must be reconnected to the outermost backplane
of the system following replacement.
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14.2.2
1. →

Removing backplane from the fieldbus gateway
Switch off the supply voltage.

2. Remove cables from sensors and actuators.

→→Press push-in contacts of the connection terminal and pull out wires.
Removing system from top hat
rail
Top hat rail

Removing backplane from
fieldbus gateway

Removing load resistor

Socket head screw

Load resistor
Figure 24:

Removing backplane from fieldbus gateway

3. Remove system, consisting of fieldbus gateway and backplane with attached I/O modules, from the
top hat rail:

→→Press system upwards and detach it from the upper guide of the top hat rail.
4. Remove backplane from fieldbus gateway.

→→Loosen socket head screw on the fieldbus gateway.
→→Remove backplane.
→→If the load resistor is on the backplane, remove the load resistor from the backplane.
Keep the removed load resistor at hand, as it must be reconnected to the outermost backplane
of the system following replacement.
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5. Remove all I/O modules from the backplane in the same way.
Remove I/O module

Remove connection panel
Upper lock

Press

Upper unlocking
device

Press
towards
center

Lower unlocking
device

Lower lock
Press
Figure 25:

Remove backplane from fieldbus gateway

→→Press on the blue squares until the lock is released and remove the connection panel.
→→Press upper and lower unlocking device towards center of device and remove I/O module from the
backplane.
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14.2.3

Mounting a row of backplanes:

Mounting and locking backplane

Mounting connection panels and load resistor  

1. Installing
backplane

Load
resistor

2. Mounting I/O module
Figure 26:

Connection panel

Mounting a row of backplanes

1. Installing the backplane to the top hat rail:

→→Tilt backplane and align with the top hat rail.
→→Hook backplane into the lower guide of the top hat
rail.

→→Push backplane upwards while also swiveling it

towards the top hat rail and lock it into the upper
guide of the top hat rail.

Figure 27:

Attaching backplane to the top hat rail

2. Putting backplane in row and attaching I/O modules:

→→Push backplane to the left onto the adjacent backplane.
→→Re-attach removed I/O module to the left adjacent backplane which was removed for unlocking.
An additional backplane can also be attached when all I/O modules of the adjacent backplane have
been attached.

→→Remove any covers from the backplane.
→→Re-attach remaining I/O modules.
→→To do this, press the respective I/O module onto the backplane until it engages.
→→Reconnect the removed connection panels to the I/O modules.
→→If the load resistor was removed, reconnect the load resistor.
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14.2.4

Mounting the backplane on fieldbus gateway:

Mounting backplane on fieldbus gateway  

Mounting connection panels and
load resistor  

Expansion
connector

Load
resistor

M4 socket head screw

Figure 28:

Connection panel

Mounting fieldbus gateway on backplane.

1. Mounting backplane on fieldbus gateway:

→→Align expansion socket of the fieldbus gateway with the expansion connector of the backplane.
→→Connect fieldbus gateway to the backplane.
→→Using the M4 socket head screw, screw the fieldbus gateway to the backplane.
Observe tightening torque 0.75 Nm.

→→Remove any covers from the backplane.
2. Re-attaching removed I/O modules:

→→Press the respective I/O module onto the backplane until it engages.
→→Reconnect the removed connection panels to the I/O modules.
→→If the load resistor was removed, reconnect the load resistor.
3. Mounting the system on the top hat rail:

→→Tilt system and align with the top hat rail.
→→Hook system into the lower guide of the top hat rail.
→→Push system upwards while also swiveling it towards the
top hat rail and lock it into the upper guide of the top hat
rail.

Figure 29:

Mounting the system on the top hat rail
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14.2.5

Assembly recommendation for expansion stages with several backplanes

→→First hook the minimum expansion stage, consisting of fieldbus gateway and 1 backplane, into the top
hat rail.

→→Hook other backplanes individually in succession into the top hat rail and push onto the previous
backplane.

→→If the load resistor was removed, reconnect the load resistor.
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SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

NOTE!
Risk of injury and/or damage due to the use of incorrect parts.
Incorrect accessories and unsuitable spare parts may damage the device.
▶▶Use original accessories and original spare parts from Bürkert only.
Accessories

Order number

büS stick with cable (socket M12)

00772551

büS stick set (including power supply unit) and “Bürkert-Communicator”
software

00772426

Table 39:

Accessories
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REMOVAL
CAUTION!

Electrical voltage.
▶▶Before working on the device or system, switch off the power supply. Secure against reactivation.

NOTE!
▶▶Removal should be performed only by trained personnel using suitable tools.
1. Switch off the supply voltage.
2. Remove 5-pole spring-loaded terminal.
3. Remove cables from sensors and actuators.

→→Press push-in contacts of the connection terminal and pull out wires.

Figure 30:

Removing 5-pole spring-loaded terminal

4. Remove Ethernet cable from the X1 and X2 interfaces.
On PROFIBUS variant and CC-Link variant: Remove push-in connector D-Sub, 9-pole.
5. Removing system from the top hat rail

Figure 31:
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Removing system from top hat rail

→→Press system upwards and detach it from the upper guide of the top hat rail.
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PACKAGING, TRANSPORT

NOTE!
Damage in transit due to inadequately protected devices.
•• Protect the device against moisture and dirt in shock-resistant packaging during transportation.
•• Observe permitted storage temperature.  

18

STORAGE

NOTE!
Incorrect storage may damage the device.
•• Store the device in a dry and dust-free location!
•• Storage temperature: -30 °C… +80 °C.     

19

DISPOSAL

NOTE!
Damage to the environment caused by device components contaminated with media.
•• Dispose of the device and packaging in an environmentally friendly manner!
•• Observe applicable disposal and environmental regulations.

Observe national regulations on the disposal of waste.
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